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Abstract. HeteroMPI is an extension of MPI designed for high performance computing on heterogeneous networks of computers. The recent
new feature of HeteroMPI is the optimized version of collective communications. The optimization is based on a novel performance communication model of switch-based computational clusters. In particular, the
model reﬂects signiﬁcant non-deterministic and non-linear escalations of
the execution time of many-to-one collective operations for medium-sized
messages. The paper outlines this communication model and describes
how HeteroMPI uses this model to optimize one-to-many (scatter-like)
and many-to-one (gather-like) communications. We also demonstrate
that HeteroMPI collective communications outperform their native counterparts for various MPI implementations and cluster platforms.
Keywords: MPI, HeteroMPI, heterogeneous cluster, switched network,
message passing, collective communications, scatter, gather.

1

Introduction

MPI [1] is the most widely used programming tool for parallel computing on
distributed-memory computer systems. It can be used on both homogeneous
and heterogeneous clusters, but it does not provide speciﬁc support for development of high performance parallel applications for heterogeneous networks of
computers (HNOC).
HeteroMPI [2] is an extension of MPI designed for high performance computing on HNOCs. It supports optimal distribution of computations among the
processors of a HNOC by taking into account heterogeneity of processors, network topology and computational costs of algorithm. The main idea of HeteroMPI is to automate the creation of a group of processes that will execute the
heterogeneous algorithm faster than any other group. It is achieved by specifying the performance model of the parallel algorithm and by optimal mapping of
the algorithm onto the HNOC, which is seen by the HeteroMPI programming
system as a multilevel hierarchy of interconnected sets of heterogeneous multiprocessors. HeteroMPI is implemented on top of MPI, therefore it can work
on top of any MPI implementation. HeteroMPI introduces a small number of
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additional functions for group management and data partitioning. All standard
MPI operations are inherited, so that the existing MPI programs can be easily
transformed into HeteroMPI.
HeteroMPI inherits all MPI communication operations and solely relies on
their native implementation. At the same time, our recent research on the performance of MPI collective communications on heterogeneous clusters based on
switched networks [3] shows that MPI implementations of scattering and gathering are often very far from optimal. In particular, we observed very signiﬁcant escalations of the execution time of many-to-one MPI communications for
medium-sized messages. The escalations are non-deterministic but form regular
levels. We also observed a leap in the execution time of one-to-many communications for large messages. Based on the observations, we suggested a communication performance model of one-to-many and many-to-one MPI operations
reﬂecting these phenomena [3], which is applicable to both heterogeneous and
homogeneous clusters. The paper presents a new feature of HeteroMPI, which
is the optimized version of collective communication operations. The design of
these optimized operations is based on the new communication model and can
be summarized as follows:
– Upon installation, HeteroMPI computes the parameters of the model.
– Each optimized collective operation is implemented by a sequence of calls
to native MPI operations. The code uses parameters of the communication
model.
This high-level model-based approach to optimization of MPI communications
is easily and uniformly applied to any combination of MPI implementation and
cluster platform. It does not need to retreat to the lower layers of the communication stack and tweak them in order to improve the performance of MPI-based
communication operations. This is particularly important for heterogeneous platforms where the users typically have neither authority nor knowledge for making
changes in hardware or basic software settings.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the related work. Section
3 brieﬂy introduces the communication model. Section 4 describes the implementation of the optimized collective operations in HeteroMPI. Section 5 presents
experimental results, demonstrating that HeteroMPI collective communications
outperform their native counterparts for diﬀerent MPI implementations and clusters platforms.

2

Related Work

Vadhiyar et al. [4] developed automatically tuned collective communication algorithms. They measured the performance of diﬀerent algorithms of collective
communications for diﬀerent message sizes and numbers of processes and then
used the best algorithm. Thakur et al. [5] used a simple linear cost model of a
point-to-point single communication in selection of algorithms for a particular
collective communication operation. Pjesivac-Grbovic et al. [6] applied diﬀerent point-to-point models to the algorithms of collective operations, compared
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the predictions with measurements and implemented the optimized versions of
collective operations based on the decision functions that switch between different algorithms, topologies, and message segment sizes. Kielmann et al. [7]
optimized MPI collective communication for clustered wide-area environments
by minimizing communication over slow wide-area links. There were some works
on improving particular MPI operations [8,9].
All works on the optimization of collective operations are based on deterministic linear communication models. Implementation of the optimized versions of
collective operations in HeteroMPI uses the performance model that takes into
account non-deterministic escalations of the execution time of many-to-one MPI
communications for medium-sized messages and the leap in the execution time
of one-to-many communications for large messages.

3

The Performance Model of MPI Communications

This section brieﬂy introduces the new performance model of MPI communications [3], which reﬂects the phenomena observed for collective communications
on clusters based on switched networks. The basis of the model is a LogP-like
[11] model of point-to-point communications for heterogeneous clusters [10]. The
parameters of the point-to-point model represent the heterogeneity of processors
and are also used in construction of the models of collective communications.
Apart from the point-to-point parameters, the models of collective communications use parameters reﬂecting the observed non-deterministic and non-linear
behavior of MPI collective operations.
Like any other point-to-point communication model, except for PLogP
our model is linear, representing the communication time by a linear function
of the message size. The execution time of sending a message of M bytes from
processor i to processor j on heterogeneous cluster is estimated by Ci + M ti +
Cj + M tj + βMij , where Ci , Cj are the ﬁxed processing delays; ti , tj are the delays
of processing of a byte; βij is the transmission rate. Diﬀerent parameters for
nodal delays reﬂect heterogeneity of the processors. For networks with a single
switch, it is realistic to assume βij = βji .
There are two components in the models of one-to-many and many-to-one
communications. The ﬁrst one is built upon the model of point-to-point communications by representing each collective communication, MPI Scatter or
MPI Gather, by a straightforward combination of point-to-point communications
if (rank==root) {
memcpy(recvbuf, sendbuf, recvcount);
for (i=1; i<n; i++) {
if (scatter)
MPI_Isend(sendbuf+sendcount*i, sendcount, i);
if (gather)
MPI_Irecv(recvbuf+recvcount*i, recvcount, i);
}
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MPI_Waitall(n-1);
}
else {
if (scatter)
MPI_Recv(recvbuf, recvcount, root);
if (gather)
MPI_Send(sendbuf, sendcount, root);
}
This approach obviously results in a linear predictive model, which is quite
accurate for relatively small message sizes but does not reﬂect the observed
phenomena of non-deterministic and non-linear escalations of the execution time
of many-to-one communications for medium-sized messages and the signiﬁcant
leap in the execution time of one-to-many communications for large messages.
The second component in the collective communication models addresses the
issues.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. The execution time of collective communications against the message size: (a)
one-to-many and (b) many-to-one

Fig. 1 shows the typical behavior of one-to-many and many-to-one communications on a switch-based cluster, given the operations are implemented via the
described straightforward combination of point-to-point communications. One
can see a distinctive leap in the execution time for the one-to-many operation
as well as non-deterministic and non-linear escalations of the execution time of
the many-to-one operation for medium-sized messages. These phenomena were
observed on the MPI implementations over TCP communication layer but not
over Myrinet-MX. So, they may be caused by some TCP features. At the same
time, we have not had a chance to experiment with a reasonably large Myrinetbased cluster and, therefore, cannot guarantee that MPI over Myrinet-MX does
not have such irregularities.
The one-to-many model [10,3] reﬂects the leap in the execution time and
categorizes the small and large messages. Parameter S is a message size threshold, separating small and large messages. It is diﬀerent for diﬀerent combinations of clusters and MPI implementations. The estimated time of scattering
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messages of size M from node 0 to nodes 1, 2, ..., n is given by C0 + t0 × n × M +


n

(Ci + ti M + βM0i ), if
max Ci + ti M + βM0i , if M < S or C0 + t0 × n × M +
1≤i≤n

i=1

M ≥ S, where C0 , t0 , Ci , ti are the ﬁxed and variable processing delays on the
source node and destinations. The one-to-many model displays parallel communication for small messages and a serialized communication for large messages.
The many-to-one model [3] diﬀerentiates small, medium and large messages by introducing parameters M1 and M2 . For small messages, M < M1 , the
execution time has a linear response to the increase of message size. Thus, the execution time for the many-to-one communication involving n processors
(n ≤ N ,

where N is the cluster size) is estimated by n(C0 +to M )+ max

1<i≤n

Ci + ti M +

M
β0i

+ κ1 M , where κ1 is a ﬁtting parameter for correction of the slope. For large
messages, M > M2 , the execution time resumes a linear predictability for increasing message size. Hence, this part of the model has the same design but a
diﬀerent slope of linearity and greater value due to overheads: n(C0 + t0 M ) +
n

(Ci + ti M + βM0i ) + κ2 M . The additional parameter κ2 is a ﬁtting constant

i=1

for correction of the slope. For medium messages, M1 ≤ M ≤ M2 , we observed a
small number of discrete levels of escalation, remaining constant as the message
size increases. The model describes the probability of escalation to each of the
levels as a function of message size and the number of processors involved in the
operation. If no escalation occurs, the linear model used for small massages will
accurately predict the execution time.
The presented model accurately describes the performance of many-to-one and
one-to-many operations for all combinations of MPI implementations and cluster
platforms, which we used in our experiments, if the collective operations were implemented via point-to-point MPI operations (as described by the pseudo-code
above). For LAM [12] and Open MPI [13], MPI Scatter and MPI Gather display
exactly the same performance pattern as their straightforwardly implemented
counterparts. Therefore, such MPI implementations need no further extension
of the communication model in order to describe native collective communication
operations. At the same time, for some MPI implementations (mainly, some versions of MPICH [14]), the native collective communications perform diﬀerently
(better or worse) than their straightforward counterparts. To deal with such
MPI implementations, HeteroMPI uses an extended communication model, additionally including a separate model for each native collective operation. Due
to space limitations, we do not include in the paper considerations related to
this extended model.
In implementation of the optimized scatter and gather collective operations,
we use the message size thresholds S, M1 and M2 to fragment the messages
and to avoid the message sizes for which the irregularities are observed. These
parameters are found experimentally for a parallel platform. The building of the
analytical part of the communication model is out of the scope of this paper. We
do not describe the communication experiments and the measurement techniques
required to ﬁnd the rest of parameters.
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Optimization of Collective Operations in HeteroMPI

This section describes the implementation of two newly introduced HeteroMPI
operations, HMPI Scatter and HMPI Gather, which are optimized versions of
native MPI Scatter and MPI Gather respectively. The implementation uses the
communication performance model presented in Section 3 in order to avoid the
MPI Gather time escalations and the MPI Scatter leap in the execution time.
More precisely, only the message size thresholds S, M1 and M2 are used in the
implementation. These parameters are computed by the HeteroMPI programming system upon its installation on the parallel platform. In the implementation, neither point-to-point nor low-level communications are used, but only the
native MPI counterparts.
The implementation of HMPI Gather re-invokes the native MPI Gather for
small and large messages. The gathering of medium-sized messages, M1 ≤ M ≤
M2 , is implemented by an equivalent sequence of m MPI Gather operations with
messages of the size that ﬁts into the range of small messages: M
m < M1 and
M
≥
M
.
Small-sized
gatherings
are
synchronized
by
barriers,
which
removes
1
m−1
communication congestions on the receiving node. The barriers are marked bold
in the pseudo code:
if (M1<=M<=M2) {
find m such that M/m<M1 and M/(m-1)>=M1;
for (i=0; i<m; i++) {
MPI_Barrier(comm);
MPI_Gather(sendbuf + i*M/m, M/m);
}
}
else MPI_Gather(sendbuf, M);
Note. If MPI Barrier is removed from the code, the resulting implementation
will behave exactly as the native MPI Gather. It means that this synchronization
is essential for preventing communication congestions on the receiving side.
The implementation of HMPI Scatter uses parameter S of one-to-many communication model. For small messages, M < S, the native MPI Scatter is reinvoked. The scattering of large messages is implemented by an equivalent sequence of MPI Scatter operations with messages of the size less then S: M
m < S
M
≥ S. The pseudo code of the optimized scatter is as follows:
and m−1
if (M>=S) {
find m such that M/m<S and M/(m-1)>=S;
for (i=0; i<m; i++)
MPI_Scatter(recvbuf + i*M/m, M/m);
}
else MPI_Scatter(recvbuf, M);
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As the presented approach does not use the communication parameters reﬂecting the heterogeneity of the processors, it can be applied to both homogeneous
and heterogeneous switch-based clusters.

5

Experiments

To compare the performance of the optimized HeteroMPI collective operations
with their native MPI counterparts, we experimented with various MPI implementations and diﬀerent clusters. Here we present the results for the following
two platforms:
– LAM-Ethernet: 11 x Xeon 2.8/3.4/3.6, 2 x P4 3.2/3.4, 1 x Celeron 2.9, 2
x AMD Opteron 1.8, Gigabit Ethernet, LAM 7.1.3,
– OpenMPI-Myrinet: 64 x Intel EM64T, Myrinet, Open MPI 1.2.2 over
TCP.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 2. Performance of (a) MPI Gather, (b) HMPI Gather, (c) MPI Scatter, (d)
HMPI Scatter on 16-nodes heterogeneous cluster LAM-Ethernet

Fig. 2 shows the results for the heterogeneous LAM-Ethernet cluster, with all
nodes in use. The message size thresholds for this platform are M1 = 5KB,
M2 = 64KB, S = 64KB. Similar results are obtained on the 64-node homogeneous OpenMPI-Myrinet cluster (Fig. 3). For this platform, M1 = 5KB,
M2 = 64KB, S = 64KB. The results show that the optimized HeteroMPI
versions outperform their native MPI counterparts, avoiding the escalations and
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. Performance of (a) MPI Gather, (b) HMPI Gather, (c) MPI Scatter, (d)
HMPI Scatter on 64-nodes OpenMPI-Myrinet cluster

restoring the linear dependency of the communication execution time on message
size. On all platforms we observed S = M2 .
The communication execution time was measured on the root node. The barrier was used to ensure that all processes have ﬁnished the scatter-like operations. The communication experiments for each message size in a series were
carried out only once. The repeated measurements gave similar results. To avoid
the pipeline eﬀect in a series of the experiments for diﬀerent message sizes, the
barriers were included between collective operations.

6

Conclusion

The paper introduced a new feature of HeteroMPI, which is the optimized
versions of MPI collective communications for switched-based computational
clusters. The optimized collective operations were implemented on top of the corresponding MPI functions and based on the communication performance model.
We also presented experimental results demonstrating that the optimized functions outperformed the native ones.
The proposed approach to optimization of MPI communications is based on
the use of a high-level communication performance model. Therefore, it can be
easily and uniformly applied to any combination of MPI implementation and
cluster platform. It needs no retreat to the lower layers of the communication
stack for tweaking them in order to improve the performance of MPI-based
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communication operations. This is particularly advantageous for heterogeneous
platforms where the users typically have neither the authority nor the knowledge
for changing hardware and basic software settings.
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